
Turn obstacles into opportunities
Modernize your infrastructure with tech tailormade for this moment and beyond

Our alliances with tech’s biggest names help streamline every area of your operation—ensuring optimized asset 
management, less downtime, and instant access to analytics that help you make proactive business decisions.

• Simplified asset tracking and tracing
• Streamlined inventory management 
• Universal mobile device management and support

Amplify your manufacturing plant
• Robotics technology  
• High-speed work in process 
• Just-in-time operational workflow

Managing Your Manufacturing 
Business Just Got Easier

Today’s consumers expect products to be up to code, delivered fast, and exactly what they ordered. 
Meeting demands can be challenging but manufacturing success depends on it. How can you ingrain 
speed, accuracy, and profitability into every area of your operation? By integrating services and 
solutions that keep customers satisfied and productivity at peak levels. Only OCR Canada helps 
manufacturers simplify sorting, stocking, picking, and shipping, all while increasing profit margins.

Leading-edge solutions. World-class service.
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Technology

Mobile Computers/Tablets
Printers
Scanners
RFID
Lockers
Wearable/Voice Tech

Forklift-Mounted Computers
Head-Mounted Display
Robotics
3D Technology

Receiving/Putaway

Picking 

Work-in-Process

Inventory Managment/
Part Replenishment

Product Labeling/Signage

Device Management

Load Planning Solution

Shipment Verification

Traceability
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OCR.ca



Futureproof your operation with solutions that exceed every expectation 

Expedite the put away process—keep an eye on asset levels 
and their locations in real time with reliable mobile computers

Maintain stock levels—slash surplus with efficient inventory 
management and replenishment 

Implement convenient, custom labeling—stay organized with 
high-quality, durable labels for shelves, shipping, parts racks, 
and more

Meet evolving regulations—keep operations and employees 
safe with solutions that log employee actions, devices, 
and locations

Boost asset visibility—use cutting-edge RFID technology to track 
assets, improve loss prevention and boost ROI

Pack like a pro—leverage software that evaluates load dimensions 
to maximize space and ensure efficiency with each truckload

Avoid mis-shipments—verify products leave the plant on the right 
truck with innovative dock door RFID portals

Track assets within the facility—from works in process to devices, 
trace every item, and remain compliant in the process
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OCR Canada: A Fully Managed Turnkey Solution

Experience OCR Canada 

Tap into our team’s expertise — learn more today.

Level up from the ground up
Use robotics to boost conveyor belt productivity and RFID technology to optimize traceability. Even simplify reordering and replenish-

ment. OCR Canada suite of fully managed, turnkey solutions help grow profit margins and make manufacturing easier. Transform your 

enterprise with services and solutions designed to optimize manufacturing at every turn, all on one secure, fully integrated network.

Leverage Zebra’s durable, cost-effective VC8300 
vehicle-mounted computer to easily control devices. 
Even supports “green screen” apps of today and 
Android apps of tomorrow with the keyboard and 
touchscreen enabled VC8300. 

Rugged, reliable device management

VC8300
Speed up workflows by augmenting staff.  Keep an eye on quality control, 
high-value assets, and even works in process. And do it all with ease, for 
years to come. Partnering with OCR Canada gives you access to not only a 
global provider, but a portfolio of integrable and customizable services and 
solutions meant to support you from concept to completion, and well after.

Take a modern approach to manufacturing

Solution Design/Implementation
Implement comprehensive project management, mobile 
technology support and onsite setup, installation, and 
replacement of technology

Device Support
Leverage secure and detailed staging, kitting and carrier activation, 
device management services, plus Overnight Spare Pool, Repair and 
Manufacturer RMA services to keep critical business running nonstop

Device-as-a-Service 
Enable a predictable OPEX model by bundling 
innovative devices with a variety of services 
and software

Software Solutions 
Utilize onsite consulting and integration support, 
including custom software development, to ensure 
best practices are implemented at all times

Asset Management 
Access our industry-leading online portal to easily 
view, report and even purchase the right equipment 
for your business

Wireless Networking 
Securely run all devices on one, unified 
network—enjoy Wi-Fi site survey, installation 
and, maintenance services

Phone:  888.371.9318
Emai l :   info@ocr.ca
www.OCR.ca

OCR.ca


